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Abstract: This collection consists of a scrapbook or home economics workbook created by Alice Hickey in the 1930s. The materials include hand-drawn and painted fashion designs along with color samples illustrating basic design principles. In addition to fashion design, black and white and color newspaper clippings demonstrate furniture and architectural styles of the 1930s. This scrapbook also contains hand-written homework assignments by author.
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Historical Background
Alice Hickey attended San Angelo College in the 1930s.
Collection Scope and Content Summary
This collection consists of a scrapbook or home economics workbook created by Alice Hickey in the 1930s. The materials include hand-drawn and painted fashion designs along with color samples illustrating basic design principles. In addition to fashion design, black and white and color newspaper clippings demonstrate furniture and architectural styles of the 1930s. This scrapbook also contains hand-written homework assignments by author.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Hickey, Alice -- Archives
Home economics -- Study and teaching.
Home economics.
Scrapbooks.